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ABSTRACT
Objectives: A bibliometric analysis of the UK National
Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Health Technology
Assessment (HTA) monographs and their related
journal articles by: (1) exploring the differences in
citations to the HTA monographs in Google Scholar
(GS), Scopus and Web of Science (WoS), and (2)
comparing Scopus citations to the monographs with
their related journal articles.
Setting: A study of 111 HTA monographs published in
2010 and 2011, and their external journal articles.
Main outcome measures: Citations to the
monographs in GS, Scopus and WoS, and to their
external journal articles in Scopus.
Results: The number of citations varied among the
three databases, with GS having the highest and WoS
the lowest; however, the citation-based rankings
among the databases were highly correlated. Overall,
56% of monographs had a related publication, with the
highest proportion for primary research (76%) and
lowest for evidence syntheses (43%). There was a
large variation in how the monographs were cited,
compared to journal articles, resulting in more frequent
problems, with unlinked citations in Scopus and WoS.
When comparing differences in the number of citations
between monograph publications with their related
journal articles from the same project, we found that
monographs received more citations than their journal
articles for evidence syntheses and methodology
projects; by contrast, journal articles related to primary
research monographs were more highly cited than their
monograph.
Conclusions: The numbers of citations to the HTA
monographs differed considerably between the
databases, but were highly correlated. When a HTA
monograph had a journal article from the same study,
there were more citations to the journal article for
primary research, but more to the monographs for
evidence syntheses. Citations to the related journal
articles were more reliably recorded than citations to
the HTA monographs.

INTRODUCTION
The NIHR HTA monograph series
In the UK, the Health Technology Assessment
(HTA) Programme of the National Institute

for Health Research (NIHR) is a major
funder of research that evaluates health care
interventions.1 Set up in 1993, it is the largest
and longest running of the NIHR research
programmes, and has invested over £647
million over the past 20 years. The Chief
Medical Officer for England, Professor Sally
Davies, noted in 2013 that there were then
316 active projects, with an expected spend in
2013/2014 of around £75 million.2 The HTA
Programme supports policymakers such as
the National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE), the National Screening
Committee and the Department of Health.
HTA research takes three main forms:

primary research (normally trials), evidence
synthesis (systematic reviews, which usually
include economic modelling) and methodo-
logical studies. The research is published in
the NIHR HTA Programme’s peer reviewed
open access journal, Health Technology
Assessment (HTA), also known as the HTA
monograph series. Each monograph con-
tains the full details of a single study, and as

Strengths and limitations of this study

▪ First study to perform a detailed bibliometric
analysis of a cohort of Health Technology
Assessment (HTA) monographs and their related
outputs published in external journals.

▪ We compared citations to the HTA monographs
using three citation databases, and compared
citations by type of evidence.

▪ We chose monographs published in 2010 and
2011 in order to allow adequate time for cita-
tions to accrue and for the related journal articles
to be published.

▪ One limitation is that we obtained details of
related publications from the HTA website, where
the number of related journal publications may
be underestimated by 15.8%.

▪ A possible limitation is that we used the date that a
publication was first added to PubMed as a surro-
gate for the publication date because the actual
date of journal publication is difficult to determine.
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the suggested word limit on the monographs is 50 000,
this enables more details of the work to be included
compared to a typical peer reviewed journal.3 Authors
are also encouraged to publish journal articles from the
projects described in the monographs to increase dis-
semination.4 There may be more than one article from
each project; for example, one on clinical effectiveness
and one on the economics.
In 2013, the HTA monograph series had a journal

impact factor ( JIF) of 5.116 and was ranked second of
85 journals in its subject category Health Care Sciences
and Services. Research projects are commissioned by the
HTA Programme after a prioritisation process to select
only the most important. This might be expected to
lead to the results of the research being well cited.

The role of bibliometrics in assessing research
performance in the UK
Authors of HTA monographs are usually based in aca-
demic units, where citations to published research are
important as indicators of quality and impact. Citation
rates are used for comparing research performance of
medical schools or individual departments, assessing
individual researchers during appointment or promo-
tions processes (including their h-indices), and judging
past performance of researchers applying to
grant-awarding bodies for research funds.
RAND Europe has undertaken substantial bibliometric

work for the Department of Health in England, and
bibliometrics has increasingly come to be used, in com-
bination with peer review, to help inform the
Department’s funding decisions. For example, the first
stage in the NIHR senior investigators award process is a
bibliometric assessment by RAND.5

The use of bibliometric data for assessing the perform-
ance of universities was considered in a pilot exercise in
2008 and 2009 for the 2013 Research Excellence
Framework. The report concluded that “bibliometrics
was not sufficiently robust at this stage to be used formu-
laically or to replace expert review in the REF. However
there is considerable scope for citation information to
be used to inform expert review”.6 Subsequently, in
April 2014, HEFCE announced a new review of metrics,
which will build on the pilot exercise and consider the
role that metrics-based assessment could play in deter-
mining quality, impact and other key characteristics of
research undertaken in universities.7

It is known that there is variation in the robustness of
bibliometric indictors between disciplines and the com-
parison of rankings can vary depending on the data-
bases used.6 8 Therefore, given the increasing use of
bibliometric indicators in higher education in the UK, it
is important that the methods used and the accuracy
and coverage of these citation databases are understood.

Citation databases
The three databases currently used for citation analysis
are the Web of Science (WoS), Scopus and Google

Scholar (GS). The oldest of these is the WoS Core
Collection database, produced by Thomson Reuters. It
indexes approximately 12 000 of the highest impact jour-
nals and conference proceedings, covering all disci-
plines. The Scopus database was introduced by Elsevier
in 2004, and covers nearly 21 000 peer-reviewed journals
titles from a wide range of disciplines, as well as books
and conference proceedings. GS, also introduced in
2004, is freely accessible, and covers journals and other
scholarly literature from a wide range of research areas
and formats. Its ‘Cited by’ feature provides access to
abstracts of articles that have cited the article being
viewed. WoS and Scopus are only available via subscrip-
tion, and both index the NIHR HTA monograph series.
GS is freely available, but unlike the other two databases,
it does not provide a list of sources that it indexes.
However, it appears to cover all the NIHR HTA mono-
graphs, which are also indexed in PubMed.

Aims
Our aim was to undertake a bibliometric analysis of the
NIHR HTA monographs and their related journal arti-
cles. The steps were to:
1. Explore the differences in citations to the HTA

monographs in GS, Scopus and WoS.
2. Compare citations to the HTA monographs with

journal articles from the same project.

METHODS
Downloading the HTA monographs
PubMed was searched to identify all of the articles in
2010 (volume 14) and 2011 (volume 15) published in
the HTA monograph series. These were downloaded
into Endnote and then exported into Excel. We
excluded supplements to the monographs that con-
tained summaries of the Evidence Review Groups
reports based on the evidence submission to the NICE
as part of the single technology appraisal process. The
NIHR Journals Library HTA website9 was used to obtain
the research type and details of related journal publica-
tions for each HTA monograph.
We used PubMed (as well as identifying monographs

from the citation databases and HTA website) in order
to obtain the Entrez Date (EDAT) field, which indicates
the date the article was first added to PubMed. The
EDAT was noted for each HTA monograph and its
related publications. The bibliographic record of each
related publication was then downloaded from PubMed
into Endnote and then to Excel. The number of related
publications was noted for each HTA report.

JIFS and subject categories
The JIFs and subject categories of the journals of the
related publication were obtained from the ISI Web of
Knowledge Journal Citation Reports ( JCR) 2012.
Subjects were classified as either general (Medicine,
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General & Internal or Multidisciplinary Sciences) or
subject specific (all other subject categories).

Citation data
The citations to all HTA monographs and their related
publications were obtained from the WoS Core
Collection, Scopus and GS; all citation data were collected
within the same week (18 July 2014 to 25 July 2014).
▸ Citations in WoS. The Cited Reference Search facility in

WoS was used to determine the total number of citations
to each HTA monograph. The number of citation var-
iants, the total citations associated with the excluded var-
iants and the number of citations attached to the Full
Record in WoS were recorded for each HTA
monograph.

▸ Citations in Scopus. A search for each HTA mono-
graph and its related journal publication was per-
formed in Scopus. The HTA monograph reports
often appeared under two different forms of the
journal name; that is, Health Technology Assessment or
Health Technology Assessment (Winchester England).When
this occurred, citations to both forms were combined
to ensure they were unique citations. The ‘View Cited
by’ and ‘Analyse results’ features were used to obtain
detailed data on the citing documents for each
article. Data on the Source Titles, Author Names,
Affiliation names, Countries and Document types
were downloaded into Excel for analysis.

▸ Citations in GS. GS was searched using the title of the
monograph article, and the number of citations from
the Cited by number beneath each reference was
recorded.

Data analysis
Descriptive analyses were performed for all variables.
Owing to the skewed distribution of the citation data,
non-parametric statistical tests were performed and
median and IQR values were reported. The Wilcoxon
Mann-Whitney test was used to analyse the difference in
citations between two groups, the Kruskal-Wallis rank test
was used to analyse the differences in citations between
three or more groups and Spearman’s correlation coeffi-
cient was used to compute the correlation between cita-
tions and JIF. All analyses were undertaken in Stata V.12.1
(Stata Corporation, College Station, Texas, USA)

RESULTS
Bibliometric analysis of the HTA monographs
There were 111 monographs in HTA that fulfilled our eli-
gibility criteria: 66 from Volume 14 (2010) and 45 from
Volume 15 (2011); 58 (52.3%) were evidence syntheses,
42 (37.8%) primary research and 11 (9.9%) methodology.

Comparison of citations using GS, Scopus and WoS
The results of the comparison of citations to the mono-
graphs in GS, Scopus and WoS by research type are
shown in table 1.

Table 1 shows the number of citations found using
GS was 78% (3459/1948) more than WoS and 65%
(3459/1948) more than Scopus. Also, Scopus found 7%
(2094/1948) more than WoS.
However, we noted an apparent anomaly in that the

number of citations for primary research was higher in
WoS (608) than Scopus (614). Although this difference
was small, we would expect the number of citations from
Scopus to be at least equal to those from WoS, as the
former covers more journals than the latter. On investi-
gation we found that 12 of the 42 primary research arti-
cles had more citations in WoS than Scopus. The largest
difference was for citations to Shaw et al,10 with 25 more
citations in WoS (34 in WoS and 9 in Scopus). We
checked the full Scopus bibliographic records (which
list the cited references) of each of these 25 citing arti-
cles and observed that in all cases, in contrast to the
other cited references, the title of the Shaw article was
missing, and there was no hyperlink on the reference.
This miscoding meant that these 25 citations were not
linked to the Shaw et al monograph.
In response to one of the referees for this paper, we

include below table 2 showing some examples of differ-
ences in numbers of citations to the five 2010 mono-
graphs with the largest numbers of citations. Table 2

Table 1 Citations to HTA monographs by database and

research type

Total Median (IQR) Range

Google scholar

All research types 3459 22 (14–39) 2–206

Evidence synthesis 2000 27 (17–42) 4–121

Primary 976 16.5 (9–26) 2–83

Methodology 483 20 (18–48) 9–206

Scopus

All research types 2094 13 (7–24) 2–140

Evidence synthesis 1203 16 (10–25) 2–70

Primary 608 10 (6–17) 3–62

Methodology 283 11 (5–25) 4–140

Web of science

All research types 1948 13 (7–22) 2–142

Evidence synthesis 1054 14.5 (9–22) 3–57

Primary 614 10.5 (6–19) 2–57

Methodology 280 14 (4–22) 3–142

HTA, Health Technology Assessment.

Table 2 Comparisons of citations to the most frequently

cited HTA monographs published in 2010

Publication

Google

scholar Scopus

Web of

science

Song et al11 206 140 142

Waugh et al12 121 67 40

Clar et al13 101 70 52

Cooper et al14 92 67 54

Mowatt et al15 86 63 57

HTA, Health Technology Assessment.
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shows that the biggest difference is between GS and the
other two with sometimes little difference between WoS
and Scopus.

Correlation between citations between the databases
The correlation between the rankings of the mono-
graphs on the basis of number of citations in the three
databases was high, even though the absolute numbers
differed. The Spearman’s r for the three comparisons
was: GS versus Scopus=0.8993, GS versus WoS=0.8804
and Scopus versus WoS=0.8717; p<0.00001 for all
comparisons.

Differences in citations between research types
We analysed the differences in the median number of
citations in each database by research type and found in
all databases it was highest for evidence syntheses, fol-
lowed by methodology, and fewest for primary research.
These differences in citations between research types
within each database were statistically significant for GS
and Scopus (p=0.0216 and p=0.0268 respectively), but
not for WoS (p=0.1312).

Cited reference variants to the monographs in the WoS
A Basic Search to access articles in the WoS opens a
screen within the WoS Core Collection, which has a field
called Times Cited, and shows the number of times the
article has been cited. However, citations can also be
investigated using the more time consuming method of
a Cited Reference Search. When using the WoS for cit-
ation analysis it was noted that 84 (76%) of the mono-
graphs had one or more citations from cited reference
variants that were not linked to the Times Cited number
on the Full Record page, and were only detected when
the Cited Reference Search was used. Table 3, using the
example of citations to the HTA monograph by Ashfaq
et al,16 shows the variant citations typically seen in the
WoS when using a WoS Cited Reference Search.
The HTA monograph recommends the report to be

cited as: ‘Ashfaq et al16’. However, PubMed requires page
numbers when indexing journals (the HTA monographs
are indexed as journal articles in the bibliographic data-
bases). The situation is complicated by the monographs
having the first pages with Roman numerals followed
by the rest in Arabic numbering. So this monograph is
referenced in PubMed as: “Health Technol Assess
2010;14:iii–iv, ix–xi, 1–141”.
The first row of data lists the number of citing articles

from the WoS Core Collection and records only seven
citations that are linked to this record: therefore if a
Basic Search is performed, it will appear that this article
has only been cited seven times. The second to fifth
rows are additional citations found using the Cited
Reference Search, and show variants in how the mono-
graph has been cited, with variations in abbreviations of
the title (with Health and Hlth, and Asses and Assess),
and in page numbering. These rows show that half the
citations are missed if only a Basic Search is used,

because these citations are not linked to the record in
the Core Collection.
Overall, 30 monographs had citations to one unlinked

cited reference variant, and the remaining 54 records
had between 2 and 12 variants with unlinked citations.
This resulted in a total of 25.5% (491) citations to the
monographs being unlinked to their Full Record in the
WoS Core Collection.
As Scopus does not have an equivalent Cited

Reference Search function it was not possible to deter-
mine the unlinked citations due to cited reference var-
iants in this database. The remaining citation analyses
were performed using Scopus, unless otherwise stated.

Further results from citation analysis in Scopus
An analysis of citations to the HTA monographs showed
the following:
1. The authors citing the monographs came from the

UK (24.1%), followed by the USA (17.5%), Germany
(5.7%), Canada (4.8%) and Australia (4.4%). The
remaining 43.5% were from 75 other countries.

2. The journal that most commonly cited the HTA
monographs was PLOS ONE (6.8%), followed by the
citations for the HTA journal (3.5%). The remaining
citations came from 78 different journals.

3. The document types that cited the HTA monographs
were: 63.4% from articles, 26.5% from reviews, 2.9%
from editorials, with 7.2% from other document
types.

Bibliometric analysis of journal publications related to the
HTA monographs
Number of related publications
Overall, 56% (62) of the monographs had published
one or more related journal publication; of these mono-
graphs, half (31) had one journal publication, and half
had between 2 and 8-related publications. Of the mono-
graphs that had at least one related journal article, the
proportions for each research type were: 76% primary
research, 43% evidence synthesis and 56% methodology.
There was no significant difference between citations to
the monographs that had a related journal publication
and those that did not (p=0.942).

Cited reference variants to the journals in WoS
Fewer of the related journal articles had cited reference
variants unlinked to the source items in WoS than was
seen for the monographs (see above): that is, 29% of
the journal articles had at least one unlinked citation
(only viewable in a Cited Reference Search) and the
number of variants per article ranged from 1 to 5, also
fewer than for the monographs.

Citations to the related journal articles by research type
The number of citations to the related journal articles,
broken down by research type, are shown in table 4. Of
the 128 journal publications in Scopus, 45 (35%) were
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from evidence synthesis monographs, 69 (54%) from
primary research and 14 (11%) from methodology.
Although primary research and methodology journal

articles had a higher median number of citations (12 for
each) than evidence synthesis (6), there was no statistic-
ally significant difference (p=0.3516) in citations
between the research types. However, the ranges of cita-
tions were much wider for primary research and meth-
odology (707 and 307 respectively) than evidence
syntheses (73).

Citations and JIFs
The related publications were most frequently published
in The BMJ (16 articles) and the Lancet (6). The remain-
ing 112 articles were published in 79 different journals.
For the 127 articles that were in a journal with a JIF, the
mean JIF was 7.202, and the range was from 0.768 to
51.658. The mean JIFs for each research type were: evi-
dence synthesis=4.698, primary research=9.957 and
methodology=5.040. There was a moderate correlation
between the citations to the related journal publications
and their JIF; Spearman’s r=0.5561 (p<0.00001).

Countries of authors citing the journal publications
Of the citing authors, 21% came from the UK, 20%
from the USA, followed by Germany (6%), Canada
(5%) and Australia (5%) The remaining citations were
from 91 other countries.

Difference in the citations between the monograph
and journal versions
In most cases, monographs were added to PubMed at
about the same time (a median of 0.03 months

difference, IQR −10.71 to +0.33 months), but the range
was wide, that is, with one journal article appearing
9 years before its monograph and one monograph
appearing 4 years before the journal article. Such large
differences in publication dates mean that some mono-
graphs and articles will vary substantially in the time
they have had to accrue citations. Therefore, we com-
pared numbers of citations to monographs with their
related journal articles in a subset containing only those
80 pairs of monograph and journal article that were
published within 12 months of each other.
Overall, there were slightly fewer (3) citations to the

related journal articles than to their monographs, but
these differences in citations varied significantly by
research types (p=0.0001). For evidence syntheses and
methodology the monograph was more frequently cited
(by a median of 6 and 29 citations, respectively) than its
related journal article; this is in contrast to primary
research, where the journal articles were more fre-
quently cited than their monographs by a median of
four citations. The differences in citations between the
monograph and its related journal articles were highly
skewed, but mostly driven by some highly cited primary
research articles published in general medical journals,
with the citations to the journal article greatly exceeding
those to their related monographs. The largest differ-
ence was to the Lancet article by Peek et al,17 which
received 544 citations, compared to its monograph,18

which received 32 citations. The top 10 percent (8 arti-
cles) of the differences favouring citations to the journal
articles all came from primary research published in
general medical journals (The BMJ=2, Lancet=4, New
England Journal of Medicine=1, JAMA=1).

DISCUSSION
This comparison of three citation databases showed that
overall GS gave 78% more citations than WoS and 65%
more than WoS, and Scopus gave 7% more than WoS;
however, the rankings of numbers of citations among
the databases were highly correlated. When citations to
the 111 HTA monographs were analysed by research
type, all databases showed the highest number of cita-
tions to evidence syntheses, then methodology, and
fewest for primary research. The lower proportion of
citations for primary research monographs may be

Table 3 Example of the results for a Web of Science Cited Reference Search for a Health Technology Assessment

monograph

Authors Journal Year Volume

Issue

number

Page

numbers

Citing

articles View record

Ashfaq, K HEALTH TECHNOL ASSES 2010 14 54 1 7 View Record in Web of

Science Core Collection

Ashfaq, K HLTH TECHNOL ASSESS 2010 14 54 1

Ashfaq, K HEALTH TECHNOL ASSES 2010 14 54 11 1

Ashfaq, K HEALTH TECHNOL ASSESS 2010 14 54 ii 3 View Record in Medline

Ashfaq, K HLTH TECHNOL ASSES 2010 14 54 ix 2

Table 4 Scopus citations to the related journal

publications

Total

citations Medians IQR Range

All research types

(n=128)

4850 11 4–25 0–707

Evidence

Synthesis (n=45)

604 6 4–22 0–73

Primary (n=69) 3358 12 4–27 0–707

Methodology (n=14) 888 12 4–82 1–308
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because there were more journal articles published from
the primary research projects, with at least one journal
article from 76% of primary research, compared to 56%
from methodology and 43% from evidence syntheses.
When overall citations to the related journal articles

were analysed by research type, primary research
received the highest number of citations and evidence
syntheses the fewest. A comparison of differences in the
number of citations in Scopus between monograph pub-
lications paired with each of their related journal articles
from the same project, found that the monographs
received more citations than their related journal article
(s) for evidence syntheses and methodology projects,
but for primary research the journal articles were more
highly cited than their monograph version. The mono-
graphs and journals were both shown to have a large
international readership, as 76% and 79%, respectively,
of the citing authors came from outside the UK, with
the largest percentage of these coming from the USA.
Also, the journal that most cited the monographs, PLOS
ONE, is based in the USA.
The strengths of this study were that it was the first

study to perform a detailed bibliometric analysis of a
cohort of HTA monographs and their related outputs
published in external journals. We compared citations to
the HTA monographs using three citation databases,
and compared citations by type of evidence. A limitation
is that we obtained details of the related journal publica-
tions from the HTA website,9 where the number of pub-
lications may be underestimated by 15.8%.19 However,
this should not affect our results unless there is some sys-
tematic bias in reporting of external publications.
Also, we used the date that a publication was first

added to PubMed as a surrogate for the publication date;
this was because the actual dates of journal publications
are difficult to determine, as some journals are electronic
only and many print journals now make their articles
available online before they appear in print20 (these epub
ahead of print articles are included in PubMed). However,
there may be variation among journals with respect to
the time taken to be included in PubMed.
Although the absolute number of citations to the indi-

vidual monographs usually differed significantly between
GS, Scopus and WoS (eg, the Waugh et al12 monograph
received 121 citations in GS, but 67 in Scopus and 40 in
WoS), the rankings of the monographs based on the
citations were highly correlated between the three data-
bases. In the recent responses to the call for evidence
for the review of the role of metrics in the assessment of
research,7 it was reported that 17 universities were using
Scopus, 15 were using GS and 18 were using WoS.
Hence it is important that individuals quoting citation
numbers for their papers (eg, on applications for jobs,
promotion or grants) specify the database they used, to
ensure that there is a fair comparison between research-
ers from different institutions.
Higher numbers of citations using GS compared to

Scopus and WoS was also found by Kulkarni et al.21 This

is understandable, due to the greater range of types of
literature GS covers, such as non-peer reviewed and grey
literature. The high correlation between the ranking of
citations using GS and WoS, as observed in our study,
has also been observed by Kousha et al.22 Also, in a com-
parison of the number of citations using WoS and GS
for articles by 20 Nobel Prize Winners in four disci-
plines, Harzing et al8 found their ranking for Medicine
to be nearly identical for GS and WoS data, but for the
other disciplines the rankings differed between the two
databases.
Our data showed that 56% of the monographs had

published at least one external journal article, but the
proportions by research type varied; that is, 76%
primary research, 56% methodology and 43% evidence
syntheses. The higher proportion of HTA primary
research being published in an external journal was also
found by Chinnery et al,19 who reported that 62% of
primary research and 44% of evidence synthesis mono-
graphs were also published in an external journal. This
higher proportion of journal articles coming from
primary research may be because journals consider
primary research more newsworthy than reviews of
already published evidence. In our study, the mono-
graphs of evidence syntheses and methodology were
more highly cited than their related journal articles,
whereas journal articles of primary research (especially
those in general medical journals) were more highly
cited than the monographs. Primary research also
appeared in journals with higher impact factors.
The monographs have the advantage over their

related journal articles in that they allow for more com-
plete description of the study. However, we found that
monograph authors could be potentially disadvantaged
in a bibliometric analysis if those using the WoS Core
Collection do not perform a Cited Reference Search to
capture all citations. This was because 76% of the mono-
graphs in the WoS had at least one cited reference
variant unlinked to their full record (this was 2.6 times
more frequent than for the related journal articles), and
this resulted in 26% of monograph citations being missed
unless the much more time consuming method of a
Cited Reference Search was used. The major source of
unlinked citations to the monographs in WoS appeared
to be due to variations in how the journal name, issue
and page numbers (the monographs are paginated using
Roman as well as Arabic numerals) were cited.
We also noted inaccuracies in citations to monographs

in Scopus. Our detailed analysis of one monograph for
the reasons for the missing citations (ie, those that were
in WoS but not Scopus) showed incomplete entries of
the cited monographs in Scopus and missing citation
links to the monograph. Such errors were not noted for
the other articles cited alongside the monographs. We
speculated that the number of variations in the form in
which HTA journal is cited contributed to the much
higher rate of unlinked citations to the monographs in
Scopus.
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Publishing in an external journal can improve dissem-
ination of findings. Clinicians are likely to prefer a short
journal article compared to a 170-page monograph.
However, academics who publish journal papers from
their monograph may spread their citations across more
papers and hence reduce their h-index; that is, an aca-
demic with an h-index of 30 will increase that by publish-
ing one paper that receives 32 citations, but not by
publishing two papers that are cited 16 times each. The
h-index is, of course, only one of a number of citation
indicators, and has advantages and disadvantages (sum-
marised in the RAND report5), but the h-index is easily
available, and we know it is being used in medical
schools.
The decision on publication strategy will depend on

several factors: the key audience, dissemination and cita-
tions. Publishing primary research in general medical
journals appears to be a good strategy for maximising
citations. The HTA monograph series is entirely open
access, which might be thought to increase numbers of
citations. However, Davis23 reported that in a rando-
mised trial, open access articles were cited no more
often than subscription-access ones.
Problems with indexing in WoS have been reported by

a Canadian study exploring the use of bibliometric indi-
cators for rating researchers.24 The Universities UK
report also noted that not all citations are collated,
partly because authors use a variety of abbreviations for
journal titles.25 Meanwhile, people using citation data-
bases for bibliometric assessments should know about
possible sources of error in citation databases, and how
best to use them, or should seek advice from experts.
Future research could investigate if the relative cita-

tions and rankings between the different citations data-
bases found in this study are generalisable to other
disciplines, and which citation database gives the most
reliable and consistent results. Also, it has been reported
that a higher proportion of statistically significant find-
ings are reported in journal articles when compared
with the outcomes reported in HTA monographs.26

Therefore, it would be interesting to see whether mono-
graphs and journal publications with significant findings
are cited more often than those with non-significant
outcomes.

CONCLUSIONS
The numbers of citations to the HTA monographs dif-
fered considerably between the databases, but rankings
were highly correlated. When a HTA monograph had a
journal article published from the same study, there
were more citations to the related journal article for
primary research, but more to the monographs than
their related journal articles for evidence syntheses.
Citations to related journal articles were more reliably
recorded than citations to the HTA monograph series,
which showed many variant citation forms, leading to
unlinked citations. Those using bibliometric data for

decisions regarding academic career progression and
research funding need to be aware of how differences
among databases will affect their results. Publishing in
an external journal as well as a monograph can aid dis-
semination of the work and increase overall citations to
the work; alternatively, if the related journal article is
cited instead of the monograph, it could reduce the cita-
tions to the monograph. However, there does seem to
be a clear citation advantage in publishing primary
research articles in general medical journals, as well as
via the monograph series.
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